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TOUR

A Guide to Leeuwarden

 Saturday 

The local guides of A Guide to Leeuwarden 
know the hidden places of the city and 
are delighted to share its history with you, 
show you where the nicest shops are and 
show you the beautiful street art displayed 
throughout the city. This tour is a great 
way to get acquainted with Leeuwarden, 
and it’s conducted in English!

aguidetoleeuwarden.nl

ACTIVITY

Climb the Oldehove

 From April 1st 

Climbing the iconic Oldehove is an 
absolute must-do during your visit 
to Leeuwarden. One hundred and 
eighty-three steps lead you diagonally 
up to the top of the Pride of Leeuwarden, 
where a beautiful view over the city 
awaits you. Discover it for yourself!

oldehove.eu

TOUR

Praamverhuur Leeuwarden 

 Daily 

Board a tour boat and discover our 
beautiful water city! Enjoy the monumental 
canal houses, the charming streets and 
the beautiful city park from the water. 
A local guide tells beautiful stories about 
the city, from an authentic Frisian boat. 
A unique way to see Leeuwarden like 
you’ve never seen the city before! 

praamverhuurleeuwarden.nl

EXHIBITION 

Stunning Staircases

 Thursday - Sunday 

In this dazzling exhibition, Italian 
photographer Silvio Zangarini portrays 
stairwells from all over Europe. The photo 
series is an experiment with architectural 
interiors and has generated an infinite 
number of new worlds. With its surrealistic 
images, Stunning Staircases makes the 
line between different realities fade.

roosvantudor.nl

TOUR

City Train Leeuwarden

 From April 1st 

Discover Leeuwarden from a charming 
little train! City Train Leeuwarden tours 
through the historic city centre in 45 
minutes. You’ll see the famous leaning 
tower of Oldehove and ride along the 
beautiful canals, interspersed with many 
national monuments along the way. 

citytrainleeuwarden.nl

EXHIBITION 

T-Rex in Town

 Tuesday - Sunday 

Travel to a completely different world! 
Step back 66 million years in time and 
discover everything about the King of 
the Cretaceous Period in Natuurmuseum 
Fryslân. There you will find a unique, 
extremely rare skeleton of a Tyrannosaurus 
Rex: one of the most complete ever found. 
Free admission on Thursdays! 

natuurmuseumfryslan.nl

MUSEUM

‘t Andere Museum 

 Wednesday - Sunday 

Discover the unique museum that 
takes you from beautiful classic 
cars to antique lace. With a unique 
combination of exhibitions, there is 
something interesting for everyone 
to see. Each object in this collectors’ 
paradise has its own individual story. 

museumpakhuiskoophandel.nl


